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[A] Dites moi … pourquoi … la vie est [E7] belle,
Dites moi … pourquoi … la vie est [A] gai,
[A] Dites moi … pourquoi, [A7] chere mad'mois- [Dsus4] el- [D] le,
[D] Est-ce que … [A] parce que … [E7] vous m'aim- [A] ez? … [G7]
[C] Younger than springtime are you; [G7] softer than starlight are you
[C] Warmer than winds of [Am] June are the [D] gentle [G] lips [D] you
gave [G7] me
[C] Gayer than laughter are you; [G7] sweeter than music are you;
[C] Angel and lover; [Am] heaven and [D] earth are [G] you [D] to [G]
me [A7]
I'm gonna [D] wash that
I'm gonna [D] wash that
I'm gonna [D] wash that
And [D] send him [Em7]

[Em7] man right [D] outa my [G] hair
[Em7] man right [D] outa my [G] hair
[Em7] man right [D] outa my [G] hair
on his [D] way [A7]

I'm gonna [D] wave that
I'm gonna [D] wave that
I'm gonna [D] wave that
And [D] send him [Em7]

[Em7] man right [D] outa my [G] arms
[Em7] man right [D] outa my [G] arms
[Em7] man right [D] outa my [G] arms
on his [D] way … [D7]

[G] Some enchanted evening, [D7] you may see a stranger,
[G] You may see a stranger [G+5] across a [Cmaj7] crowded room, [C6]
And [Em7] somehow you [C6] know, [D] you know even [Emadd9]
then, [Em]
That somehow you'll [Am] see her a- [D7] gain and a- [G] gain [Gmaj7]
[Cmaj7] [D]
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[G] Some enchanted evening, [D7] someone may be laughing,
[G] You may hear her laughing [G+5] across a [Cmaj7] crowded
room, [C6]
And [Em7] night after [C6] night, [D] as strange as it [Emadd9] seems,
[Em]
The sound of her [Am] laughter will [D7] sing in your [G] dreams …
[G] Happy [B7] talkin', talkin', [A7] happy talk
[D7] Talk about things you'd like to [G] do
You've [C] got to have a [Cm] dream
If [G] you don't have a [E7] dream
[A7] How you gonna [D7] have a dream come [G] true?
[G] Talk about the moon … floating in the sky
[C] Looking like a lily on a [G] lake
[G] Talk about the bird learning how to fly
[C] Making all the music he can [D7] make
[G] Happy [B7] talkin', talkin', [A7] happy talk
[D7] Talk about things you'd like to [G] do
You've [C] got to have a [Cm] dream
If [G] you don't have a [E7] dream
[A7] How you gonna [D7] have a dream come [G] true? … [G7]
Bali [Cdim] Ha'i may [C] call you
Any [Cdim] night, any [C] day
In your [Cdim] heart you'll hear it [C] call you
Come a- [Cdim] way, [G7] come a- [C] way
Bali [Cdim] Ha'i will [C] whisper on the [Cdim] wind of the [C] sea
Here am [Cdim] I, your special [C] island
Come to [Cdim] me, [G7] come to [C] me
Your [F] own special hopes,
Your [F+5] own special dreams
Will [Dm] loom on the hillside and [G7] shine in the [Csus7] streams
[C7]
If you [Cdim] try, you will find [C] me
Where the [Cdim] sky meets the [C] sea
Here am [Cdim] I your special [C] island
Come to [Cdim] me, [G7] come to [C] me … [D7]
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… We've got [G] sunlight on the sand; we've got moonlight on the sea
We've got [D] mangoes and bananas we can pick right off a tree
We've got [G] volleyball and ping-pong and a lot of dandy games
[C] What ain't we got? We [D] ain't got [G] dames
[G] … We get packages from home; we get movies, we get shows
We get [D] speeches from our skipper; and advice from Tokyo Rose
We get [G] letters doused with perfume: we get dizzy from the smell
[C] What don't we get? You [D] know damn [G] well!
Slowly and melodramatically; tremolo:
[B7] … We've got nothing to put on a clean white [C+5] suit for
[A7] What we need is what there ain't no substi- [D7] tute for
A tempo:
[D7] … There is nothing like a [G] dame! [D7] Nothing in the [G] world
[D7] There is nothing you can [B7] name
[E7] That is [Am] anything [D7] like a [G] dame
Slowly and melodramatically; tremolo:
[B7] … Lots of things in life are beautiful but, [C+5] brother
[A7] There is one particular thing that is nothing whatsoever in any way,
shape or form like any [D7] other
A tempo:
[D7] … There is nothing like a [G] dame! [D7] Nothing in the [G] world
[D7] There is nothing you can [B7] name
[E7] That is [Am] anything [D7] like a [G] dame
… There are no [D7] books like a dame [G] [D7]
And nothing [G6] looks like a dame [D7] [G6]
There are no [D7] drinks like a dame [G] [D7]
And nothing [G6] thinks like a dame [D7] [G6]
Nothing [D7] acts like a dame [G] [D7]
Or at- [G6] tracts like a dame [D7] [G6]
There ain't a [C] thing that's wrong with any man here
That [A7] can't be cured by putting him near
A [D7] girly, womanly, female, feminine [G] dame
[D7] … There is nothing like a [G] dame! [D7] Nothing in the [G] world
[D7] There is nothing you can [B7] name
[E7] That is [Am] anything [D7] like a [G] dame
Big Finish: [E7] That is [Am] anything [D7] like a [G] dame

